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Over the past 7 years, the school system has seen dramatic improvements. Teachers and headteachers
have been given greater control than ever before; leading free schools and academies are shining a light
on what works; and a renewed focus on the importance of core knowledge has seen the first signs of a
return to textbooks.
Since 2010, there has been a transformation of England’s education system. The quality of education
received by England’s pupils has improved dramatically, with 1.9 million more pupils taught in good or
outstanding schools than in 2010.
The proportion of pupils studying at least two science GCSEs has risen from 62% to 91% since 2010,
better preparing them to compete in a global 21st century marketplace.
And the accountability system has been overhauled, turning attention away from an obsessive focus on the
C/D borderline towards ensuring that all pupils make as much progress as possible. The focus pre-16 has
rightly returned to ensuring that all children are taught a broad and balanced academic curriculum.
Whilst the government is determined to ensure that there is a stretching and prestigious technical route for
pupils post-16, we know that a knowledge-rich academic curriculum pre-16 is the best preparation for
success whatever route a pupil chooses to go down. That is why 96% of non-GCSE and IGCSE
qualifications have been removed from the school performance tables since 2010.
As well as removing qualifications that do not serve the best interests of pupils, we have incentivised
greater take-up of GCSEs that do prepare children for the next phase of their education. Thanks to the
EBacc, we have seen dramatic increases in the proportions of pupils studying core academic GCSEs.
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We know that lower participation from disadvantaged pupils in these core academic subjects can
negatively affect social mobility. Yet overall, disadvantaged pupils remain almost half as likely to be
entered for the EBacc subjects as their non-disadvantaged peers, and the gap in EBacc subject entry
persists even among the most academically able disadvantaged pupils.
That is why the government has announced plans to have 75% of Year 10 pupils working towards the
EBacc by 2022 and 90% of Year 10 pupils working towards the EBacc by 2025.
A recent paper from the Institute of Education found that:
Students pursuing an EBacc-eligible curriculum at 14-16 had a greater probability of progression to all
post 16 educational outcomes, while taking an applied GCSE subject had the opposite effect.
There were no social class differences in the advantages of pursuing an EBacc-eligible curriculum which
suggests that an academically demanding curriculum is equally advantageous for working class as for
middle class pupils.
The government has been determined to drive up standards since taking office in 2010. In order to do so,
there needed to be a focus on the system-wide options available to government, such as the accountability
system.
But real change in education is driven by what happens in the classroom. In particular, what is taught to
children and how effectively it is taught. Incentivising subject choices that leave open a wide array of
technical and academic options post-16 is an important component of this. But so is the content of each
subject.
The past decade has seen the emergence of a teacher-led drive to put ‘core knowledge’ at the heart of the
curriculum. Influenced by the work of the great American educationalist E. D. Hirsch – who spoke at Policy
Exchange in 2015 – the concept of ‘cultural literacy’ has gained currency.
Classroom teachers concerned about the deleterious effects of the 2007 skills-based curriculum expressed
their dismay at the unsubstantiated ideological drive to focus on supposedly transferable, cross-curricula
competencies.
In ‘7 Myths About Education’, Daisy Christodoulou expertly dissected the commonly held belief that
teaching transferable skills is desirable and possible. It is neither. As a result of her concise and
devastating assault on the edu-myths that pervaded so much of education, the importance of domain
knowledge is now much more widely understood.
Rob Peal documented the history of progressivism’s expansion and domination of all corners of the
education system in his polemic ‘Progressively Worse’. From Plowden and the later sweeping aside of the
Black Papers, to the subversive takeover of the national curriculum project and the ideological conformism
demanded by so many local education authorities, the damage inflicted on children was laid bare.
This teacher-led movement continues today. A vocal minority has formed an online community, fighting
back against those who seek to return to the past. Winning converts as they go, these teachers have set
the stage for important changes in classrooms all over the country. They have shifted the Overton window,
as can be seen from the changing narrative of those whose influence they continue to push back.
The review of the national curriculum – led by Tim Oates – took place in this wider context. It overhauled a
curriculum that was not fit for purpose, raising the bar for what was expected and putting knowledge back
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at the heart of schooling.
The new national curriculum insists that children should know their times tables by the end of Year 4. This
is being supported by the introduction of the multiplications tables check, announced in the primary
assessment consultation response earlier this year.
Work is underway to ensure that the Key Stage 2 reading assessment draws from the wider curriculum to
help ensure that all children are being taught a broad and balanced, knowledge-rich curriculum that builds
their wider vocabulary and best-prepares them for the rigours of secondary school.
From the high bar set by the national curriculum, innovative academy chains and leading free schools
have built and are iterating demanding curricula. Take the Harris Federation, which recorded some
outstanding results this year; 3 of their schools registering progress 8 scores above 1.
Time and again, when the strongest multi-academy trusts take over a failing school they turn it around. A
stretching knowledge-rich curriculum and high behavioural expectations for all does work.
And there are a growing number of academy trusts and free schools demonstrating that academic
excellence need not be reserved to London. This year, Dixons Trinity Academy in Bradford registered a
progress 8 score of 1.22, putting it in the top 10 for progress achieved, demonstrating that geography need
be no barrier to academic achievement.
Leading academies and free schools show what it is possible to achieve. They provide an evidence base
for other schools to learn from. Year on year, as new secondary free schools reach their fifth year and their
first set of GCSE results are published, it is becoming ever clearer what works in education.
Leading free schools and academies ensure a meticulous focus on developing coherent, well-functioning
systems that save time and money, so that teachers can focus on what is important. In turn, greater focus
is given to the detail of what is done in lessons.
Too often, those seeking to inform national education policy and those commenting on it miss the lessons
that can be learnt from what the leading schools are doing. There is a pre-disposition to discuss the
education system at the level of school-accountability or school structures. In turn, too little focus is given
to what happens in the classroom, where so much attention is paid by these leading multi-academy trusts.
The reading revolution that has occurred in this country over the past 7 years has dramatically improved
the education of hundreds of thousands of children. This year, there are 154,000 more children on track to
be fluent readers than in 2012 thanks to the introduction of phonics.
The success of this policy is a victory for evidence over dogma. And it is a policy that other countries are
seeking to replicate; as a result of the success enjoyed in England, Australia is looking at adopting the
same evidence-based approach to early reading instruction.
However, appreciating the true scale of what has been achieved thanks to the phonics reforms requires an
understanding of what difference has been made in the classroom.
We supported teachers to adopt evidence-based approaches to teaching early literacy by providing
matched-funding for phonics resources and through the dissemination of best practice across the country.
Consequently, the views of teachers about reading instruction slowly began to change.
By 2013, about two-thirds of primary teachers surveyed by the government agreed that using systematic
synthetic phonics was important. Our reforms have been successful only because the intervention we are
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promoting – systematic synthetic phonics – works, and has decades of international evidence behind it.
Without the drive to promote the evidence in favour of phonics and change perceptions and practice in the
classroom, the policy would not have been such a dramatic success.
The question that should be at the forefront of a policymaker’s mind is: how is this going to change what
happens in the classroom? This question is certainly at the centre of my thinking, as can be seen from the
adoption of two important policies from top performing jurisdictions in the Far East:
The introduction of Teaching for Mastery, adopting and adapting Shanghai’s approach; and
The re-introduction of textbooks into classrooms, drawing on the success of Singapore.
Thanks to the work of the teacher-led maths hubs, we now have 281 Mastery Specialists, working in 789
schools. By 2023, we expect 11,000 primary and secondary schools to be involved in the Teaching for
Mastery programme. This teacher-led programme takes important aspects from the pedagogy that
characterises the successful East Asian approach to maths teaching and translates it to English
classrooms.
The national curriculum has raised expectations for primary schools and the evidence-based Teaching for
Mastery approaches provide teachers with the tools they need to meet these expectations, exemplifying
the important relationship between system-level and classroom-level in delivering successful policies that
change what is happening in the classroom.
A key lesson that we have taken from the success of the Far East is the importance of textbooks. We know
– thanks to the work of Tim Oates – that top performing jurisdictions have high-quality textbooks that work
coherently with the curriculum.
In Why Textbooks Count, he makes clear the stark differences in our approach to textbooks and those of
the highest performing jurisdictions. In England, only 10% of pupils’ teachers use maths textbooks as the
basis for their teaching compared to 70% in Singapore.
Textbooks provide the detailed knowledge implicit in the national curriculum programmes of study, which
are succinct and broad descriptions of the content that needs to be taught. For example, the Key Stage 2
Science Curriculum requires 9-year-old pupils to be taught that “unsupported objects fall towards the Earth
because of the force of gravity”. This could be taught superficially or in a way that conveys a genuine
understanding of the science involved. Herein lies the power of textbooks.
But despite their importance, textbooks have been on the decline for a long time in England’s classroom.
Ideological hostility to the use of textbooks, particularly in primary schools, developed in the 1970s. Their
replacement with work sheets and hundreds of thousands of bespoke written lesson plans has added to
teacher workload, detracted from coherence and negatively affected standards. But this long term
movement away from the use of textbooks might be about to go into reverse.
Thankfully, the last few years has seen a number of high quality textbooks come to the market to support
the new national curriculum. Responding to the demands of the new national curriculum and demands
from primary schools for Teaching for Mastery materials, publishers are again writing knowledge-rich
textbooks.
The latent demand for textbooks has grown over the past few years. The online curriculum debates centred
on the role of knowledge organisers – led by the likes of Jon Brunskill and Joe Kirby – is evidence of
interest in how knowledge can and should be sequenced and presented to pupils.
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And increasingly, teachers like Robert Orme and Robert Peal have taken to writing their own textbooks.
Drawing on the international evidence, these materials – honed in their own classrooms – are returning the
textbook to the heart of schooling.
History and Religious Education have such a wealth of stories, characters, events and places that should
be common currency for all. Textbooks are crucial for translating the framework of knowledge outlined by
the national curriculum and bringing it to life.
The best textbooks do not recommend activities, prescribe schemes of work, take up space with enormous
images, or offer guidance on writing style or exam technique. Those are all things teachers can do, and
often enjoy resourcing.
Instead, they provide something teachers will always struggle to create on their own – high quality,
considered, extended prose pitched ambitiously, but not unrealistically, which can form the basis for
lessons and schemes of work.
The textbooks being launched tonight do just that. They are a bridge from the national curriculum that
enables teachers to build the cultural literacy of their pupils and introduce them to the ‘best that has been
thought and said’.
The new national curriculum was crucial for raising the bar and returning knowledge to the heart of
schooling, but the teacher-led move back towards textbooks will be integral to ensuring that the national
curriculum is as effective as we hoped.
They are yet another example of the focus that is needed on what is happening in the classroom. The
government recognises the importance of textbooks, and will continue to support the development of highquality, knowledge-rich resources. Already, work has begun on the curriculum fund announced in the
manifesto, which will encourage Britain’s leading cultural institutions to develop knowledge-rich materials
for our schools.
By focusing on how to support teachers to further improve what is happening in the classroom as well as
the macro issues of the school system – such as the accountability system – the government is determined
to build on the success of the past 7 years and ensure Britain is fit for the future.
Thank you.
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